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M. David Merrill
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In a paper presented at the American Educational Research Association

in Los Angeles, (February, 1969), I indicated that a school could be thought

to contain two types of special environments, first, an inter-personal

environment and second, an instructional environment. In addition to these

two types of environment, it is possible to identify two different types of

teacher skills. First, interaction skills, in whi:h a teacher interacts with

a single child or a group of children: and second, planning or design skills,

in which a teacher structures such an interaction to bring about some

specified objective. Combining these two types of skilk and two types of

environments, one can identjy four different kinds of instructional abilities.

First, instructional interaction: second, instructional design: third,

inter-personal interaction; and fourth. inter-personal design.

It was proposed in that paper that rather than traininv. teachers who are

-jacks-of-all-trade." it would perhaps be to some adv.intwx to train

specialists in each of these skill itreaS. The result would be a horizontal

1This paper was presented as part of a symposium titled, "Patterns
of Adaptation to Individual Differences in Teacher Education," p!,,,;:ettled
at the Anericial Educational Researcl. Ar :soctatinn, February. 11.71, in
New York City.
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teitchin;i.ti.am \vith each teacher trained in inh, of the desiii,n nr interaction

areas al ti that this Ion-Jinni:it train could then plan toi.;ethei and work with

oae another in presenting instruction to the :audent. Team teaching is not

new: but ino.,t leams that have been proposed in the past are vertical teallIS.

consist Ill:; a master teacher, who is a t,llent list, an apprentice or

intern teacher. who is trviu to b .come e,eneralist, and teacher aids,

clerical help. etc. The proposed horizontal staffing would mean that each

rf the teachers Were trained in On area of specialization and that rather

than a Vertial (tl'galliZ:11.1()11, the teachers would he comparable to one

another but with different areas of te;iehing skills. I do nut wish in this

pipe to detail that which was said previously: that paper will be published

in Pie Edn,....itional Forum sometimethis year.

VERTICA L DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING
IN INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

In this paper, 1 tvould It concentrate oti one of the areas previously

identified. that is. instructional design. Glaser 1191; 5) predicted that

the MAI (1('(',1(1(' pr()14.;-:S1(+11 Calk. I ( 1111:11 itIlla I or instructional

de ,sp..,,Ji would develop. I tvould like to sui.e.2,est that \vitlim this 114'w prillessiIii

I Fo r( lea:-t three levels of 'skills. This paper describes the function

of each of these levels and some silexested procedures fur I raminr, such a

1'111(.;ti titan .

Vrancis Weimer 1l905) identified five levels of pefca-niancc in rtgard

to science. These are (I; the consumer of science, i2) the skilled worker,

(31 tlu technician. (4) the technologist, and i5J the sot

discussion. the consiiine of instructional desi;:n skills is the sltictont. the
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kilICJ ',11)/1-1 :110 )(111Cii )11 st:t ff and ether

HI:it d errcupati. vlich supiwrt the instruct: <<a1 dw-ein effort.

desecilies the to ,ction :tad training for Lie technician role. the

rule, imd thy science ride in instructional design.

Level One: Instructional Technicians iTeacher

In a previini, arti-1e l9f,',3t, it tv,is suggested that there was

denate whether teacher:- .ated most effectively at the

technician ur technolo:rist level, After several years of working in teacher

eiloyation pronrams. I have observed that must le,lehers 6) in fact operate

as technicians. not as technologists, For thein, tuts is perhaps the must

satisfying and desirable role. especially if a new technology :ind science

of instructional psychology successfully. evolves.

In 'mist school systems, teachers art. given sonic type of i)biectives,

text books, curriculum guides, and other instructional inaterCils to

assist them in their training prugram. In spite of all of these materials,

most teachers still find that a design task exists. Most of these materials

can be re-structured in. presented in such a way that increased effective-

ness can result. A teacher technician has the challenge to design anti plan

eflective instructional environments, utilizing the materials which (hey

hive been given.

According to Ntechner's definition, the technician carries on routine

processes; that is. they arc trained to effectively use specific procedures

that have been developed by technologists or scientists. For exatnp,

3
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1?0 co pc, in 1 of 10.achers

prnee(lur(s in a cnir.lpJnk, like Thine 1)r(Wli:lUreti

.1F( till V It elleel Vi 1 re-,1 11 qi,01 0-1c,112,11

1111, Fir Lici: .01 a hiller ("A H,tii iflAe1.1,1k

01V-.11.1111'0ili.10 L,llideS.- An atia10,:y.; is Jr ,t ;IctruLlitiv

ii ii aleas. 1,1,110 ii a craftsman 1., 1,10.(1 \kith lilt' 0ftallenge 001

t;itrtrrrr at a ir'.1e 1111elbl'l 04 similar parts. IL, iretpient!, tines this b'

,]p.-Iyuct hp.; -;otik lir nu hirril I Ii it (It 1(001 I 1int hit parts ii1.n-

duci.(1 dre tininst Jr , 0111 11,"1.1.110 irril lihS11;111llhile

ii surlr a t,V0e that tin t. prndnet which

i',.suits has knnwn instruct characteri,-,ti(s. IliTatist of i)revintis

fIi %.,:.Inpitit.,rtal and validittiln testini; 04 the instructinnal design guide, the

Hist ructimml nutcnino result in;.; fri0m Ps usr can he predicted with a high

level 04 prnhahilitv. It is not necessary for the toacher technician to know

%illy a partit.ular step is included in the instructional design guide. His

1) is In le;irn It us(., ihe uittr (...ffNtively. fnllitw the pro( edures

accurately. hit' development if insti-uctinnA design guidt s is the rolo

ii the instructional technologist and not the teacher 'reacher

I echnicians need not eimcern thentselves with the undlerlyinv; theory,

rationale, nr the einpiriell data on widen the gunge is based, but merely

need to he tk allied in its effective use.
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(,, :-.»Iutiorn. 1)1.11.1,c al problen::;. in,,tructional

ill4H(rg,1,- has iv:), rot( s. Int) firt, is the det-eltyinent of

f d 111:-,irtirtna:al systems. The-p. \voulci include typc.-; of

multi -niod),1 prograintpi materials. CAL etc. Tip) sound

r»li %kgpild Ip dn. deolopnient in,-,truct,onal design )411id();; tor ust.

1t'acher technic:AH:4. in tip. desnliing ilistriwttonal

Self-contained instructional systetus havo been demilled in gre.it

delikil in nriny other puldirittion), 197!: Glaser. 1965: 1oige,

etc. i There are currently

(:enters ittgi,pal 1,:il»)rao)rios %di» involved in the

dLyeloinutmi of instructional systiiw,. P('!..,1)11), directing this cleyc)lIviiitqlt

.11 e usually iir:11.11ellonol teclund»gists r,ither th.in teacher-teciinicians.

13riefly teyii...ved. iin-Artictional technologist unls.t be a specialist

at identifying and specifying, instructional 01)e)ct ices,

Ile must he skilled in designin:, and preparing. citpion-refc)renced

- and enal)ling,-evalu.tti»ii !instruments. lie must he skilled 111 Ix lt.tyioral

ta-t; ,ind a:Tonging iinduetional scquences. Ile must he able to

(les1.11 and effective instructional inatornils variety of modes

;Ind format. lie most have sonit skill at designing inulti-itietlia instructional

systems. IIe insist lie able to conduct tleven PP 111Cntal testing of materials

under prc)par.itit,ii. lit must have research skills neces.iry for onducting
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1,..icH 1 1, S'!_;114:,..1

Pr( :11111 trij ,1111; lif

priint ill 11!)1(., 11Sti'wflt.111;11 detir:11.!",111(1('

1HUS1 11',111i the teacher tecluncian ill

I ry It not ilivolve in such tiroa(I baseci

imilerstancliny, the child. imo\ving the liasie principles of le:irniiig

,,(11(1. 1;r1,,Alvd.,,r. that is typical of most education course);.

Perhaps the best wav to illustrate ()dr meaning of iliStrUCIll/Mil

tif'S11.;11:111(1(' is Ire des4!1'111(' erV brit'lly ;Ill example or two. One example

currently liem.! used in our f)%vii operation at Brigham Young University

Is tut, II system model developed by Dr. Grant V. Harrison. il?esearch

related to this work is being reported it session C6 tomorro,". ) In this

model. very specific tutorin!.., skills are identified and materials are

prepared to help train tutors in these skills, Teachers are trained with

a very extensive tuidebook which helps them set up tutor training sessions.

helps them to develop (Valuation instruments which measure the effective-

ness 1)1 the training of tutors. and helps them to measure the effectiveness

If the tutor ill working with the individual children. Unlike many previous

tutoring systems. this system is very specific mid teachers are frequently

helped to train tutors in a specific skill ea. The task for the teacher

is to fill in the specific skills to be taught, but the structure of how the

tutor interacts with the student, and the structure of how the teacher interacts
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with the tutor are all spelled out in considerable detail, The training

task for the teacher consists of helping them to effectively use the guide.

To date, most teachers have been extremely positive about these materials.

A second instructional design guide currently in preparation in the

Instructional Research and Development Department at Brigham Young

University is a design guide for concept instruction. This guide consists

of several parts. The first is an introduction to concepts and some

guidelines as to what type of instructional situations are appropriate for

the us:2 of the guide. The teacher is given a number of different kinds of

situations it:Id taught to discrimirate when the guide is appropriate and

when it is not appropriate to use. The second step then presents a teacher

technician some objectives which do not specify the particular concept

to be learned but which do specify the critical conditions and behavior

required for concept learning, The teacher's task is to learn how to

specify the given concept which he wishes to teach and to complete the

already specified objectives. Having completed this step in the instructional

design process, the teacher is then given a choice of test item types. Again,

the test items themselves are written with the specific concept unspecified.

The teacher i3 trained to fill in appropriate instances in the test items and

to organize them onto an evaluation instrument. Having completed those

steps, the teacher is then given a set of guidelines for selecting examples

and non-examples to be used in instructitm. The procedures for presenting

these examples and non-examples to the student are very carefully specified.

.1
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The procedures which are employed are empirically based, They enable

the teacher to gather data on possible examples. The guide directs the

interpretation of this data without statistical manipulations. The results

are used in the selection of the examples and non-examples to be used

in the program. The finaLsection of this instructional design guide helps

the teacher to gather validation data after he is using the instructional

materials. This enables the teacher to validate his own instruction.

Instructional technologists who are developing this guide are using it

in many different subject situations to train teacher technicians. They

are gathering data on the effectiveness of the guide. In addition, basic

research has been conducted to investigate the instructional procedures

contained in the guide and has demonstrated their effectiveness in teaching

concepts.

Briefly summarized, the development of instructional design guides

is a peimary function of instructional technologists. This cleyrAopinent

should be based on instructional theory. The guide should be empiri..7ally

tested as is any other instructional system. The guide should provide

some kind of teacher choice of content and specific materials and yet

they should be specific enough that they control the instructional procedures

used. Ina sense, instructional design guides are cookbooks. If the

procedures are carefully followed, teacher lechnickans can produce

effective instructional products. It is important' to note that in the

development of instructional design guides, the instructional technologist

8
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must he enncerned with two levels of instruction, first, the effectiveness

of the techniques specified in the particulai fur the instruction fnr

the learners, and secnnd, the effectiveness if the instruction in teaching

teacher technicians to use the instructional guide.

Level Throe: Instructional Psychologist (Scientist Level)

Mechner (1965) described the scientist as the producer of science.

His function is the identification of problems. formulation of these

problems in a manner that makes them suceptahle to the so ientific

approach. and the solution of these pr(Olems. In the area of inst ructit

design an instructional psychologist Drohab ly has two primary roles.

l'it st. the development of insituctitinal theory or sets of empirical

principles widen can guide instructional development ,ind second, the

experimental validation of principles. A great deal of the insiructinnid

development currently underway in this country is being conducted by

instructional technologists (level two who operate on 1,1 -raw empiritii,n1

basis.- That is, using the best full:lure available, instructional materLils

are designed. They are then tried out with a r opiiLit inn of students

representing those for whom the materials are intended. IlascC on this

Ivy-nut. the materials are revised, tried-nut again. revised, etc. This

cycle is rcpcaltd until such time as funds are expended or the materials

effectively teach the population for which they are intended. Anyone

invoed m intensive instructional development will verify the ext row('

cosi of such a procedure . There is a great need for the de clop/nem of
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a body of principles to guide the instructional deyelopmert effort.

Through the careful ,,pplication of behavioral science methods. it is

possi)le to study instruction as a phenomena and to deV'elop p; inciples

of instruction which can guide this development effort. Instruction:1.i

principles can be c(ditrasted with principles of learning psychology in

that the learning psychologist is primarily concerned with how learning

lakes place. what are the minimal conditions required for learning, what

happem; in the organism when the organism learns. On the ,then hand,

the instructional psychologist is primarily concerned with the question,

-How :.an instruction be maci.e mmimally effective and efficient?" "How

can the instructional designer manipulate the environment in such a way

to produce specified learning outcomes?' and "How can this be done with

a minimum amount of time in a way that produces maximum retention

and maximum transfer and maximum accuracy?" While these two concerns

are closely related, they do differ in the approach and type of problems

looked at. There has been limited research and limited development

in the area of instructional theory and a great deal more needs to be done.

The primary function of an instructional psychologist at the science level

is !he dfvelepinent of such theory.

The methodology required for the laborat.wy study of such principles

does not differ a great deal from behavioral science research in other

fields. However, the questions asked an.1 the variables manipulated

differ somewhat from basic learning research or other types of behavi( ral

1 0



sciences research. Perhaps the best example from our laboratory of
I

type of research involved here is the paper that was presented by

Bob Tennyson in session CG6. There is not time here to describe that

research, but I would invite you to write to us for a copy if you were unable

to make that session.

TRAINING OF A VERTICAL
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN STAFF

Instructional Technicians (Teacher Level)

It is our feeling, at the present, that the trainiQg of teacher technicians

can be accomplished in the amount of time which is now being used to train

teachers. Please remember, however, the distinctions made in the first

paragraph of this paper: that is, there are at least four types of teaching

skills and what we are talking about here are only skills of instructional

design. The ideas expressed previously about the desirability of a

horizontally staffed team are still ve.'y valid in nyr opinion. It is a

mistake to attempt, in a four year period, to train teachers both in subject

matter and all four types of teacher skills. Almost nothing is being done

currently to train teachers in instructional design. It seems to me that

specialists who are teacher technicians with instructional design skills,

who have been taught to use a variety of instructional design guides, is

perhaps one of the effective ways to meet some of the instructional needs

in the public schools. The type of training required for an instructional

teacher technician is somewhat diffe..ent from that typically trivet. to

teachers in education programs. Rather than an extensive amount of
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training in foundations skills with the attendant inadequacy of this training,

the training should be ver\ practice-oriented. Early in the training the

tcacher should he put into a situation involving ,hildren. The training

should consist instruction in the use of a vai'iety of instructional design

guides,

It has been our experience thus far in using both the tutoring instructional

).wide and in sonic of our preliminary work with the concept guide that some

teachers are very happy and satisfied to use such guides and to effect the

lives of children through the effective instructional design that results.

Other teachers. however begin to question the guide and to wonder if

it couldn't be done another way or if there isn't some other kind of guide

that could be used to accomplish some goal that the guides with which they

are familiar do not ace Anplish. These are the people who are ideal candidates

for training at the second or instructional technology level. Having hccmue

curious about the content of the guide, it's an easy next step to start to

talk about the guides themselves and to help them to des.gn new guides.

instructional Technologists (5-t3 Year MA Level)

At this level. a number of specific skills are necessary for instructional

developers. These skills include training in the identification and specifica-

tion of objectives: in the classification of objectives at various levels of

behavior: in techniques empirical validation: in techniques of developmental

evaluation: in techniques of test construction: in techniques of behavioral

aualysis: in media use including such new types of devices Its CAI, student

response systems, information retrieval systems. etc.

The instructional Piyhology program at Brigham Young Univers.ty

12
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attempts to provide these skills in a four semester NIA program which includes

c.)urses iii 1),r,in :4;111ti. TheSe (1)1.1rSeti includr measurement, with an

emphasis on criterio71 referenced measurement. statistics and research

design at a level sufficient to provide statistical tools for developmental

and validation testing, computer science and sonic foundation work in the

psychology of leatning. A proseminar-seminar series in instructional

psychology emphasizes and ties together the skills required for instructiona!

development as identified above. In addition to the coursework, students

are required to serve for a minimum of three sem...sters as a one half-

time instructional (Icy ,oment intern. The Instructional Development

Program at Brigham Young University is designed to facilitate systematic

instructional development in college courses at BYU. The program is

designed to encourage faculty initiative by providing money and resour_es

for professors to get involved in their own development. In addition, unlike

many college level instructional development programs. students in the

instructional psychology program are used in the actual development effort

and frequently carry the whole load with faculty members serving as subject

matter consultants. As a result, our students have been responsible for

develop;ng a number of instructional units which are currently being used on

the campus. These include an audio'tour of the library, a self-instructional

progrr ni on the card catalog, reader's guide and other library idexes, a

multi-media,self-instructional program for teaching the use of the Rockwell

hardnts tester, an automated, self-instructional media equipment use

13



laboratory, and other projects wl.ich are currently in progress. In all

of these project s. students as interns working \I h faculty instructional

technologists. have dune the primary programing and have gained a

gr,. ut deal of training in the skills which we have specified.

As with teacher technicians, it frequently happens that a student in

the instructional technology training program starts to raise questions

about the techniques that are being taught. Questions like "flow do we

know?" "Why don't we have principles in this area '.''' etc. Hem again,

these students become the prime candidates for our Ph. D. program in

Instructional Psychology. These are the people who make excellent

instructional scientists, and !hese are the people who have been encouraged

to proceed to the instructional science level.

Instractional Scientist (Ph.1). Level)

In addition to the skills itemized fur instructional technologists, an

instructional scientist must have additional skills which include primarily

behavioral science research techniques. Thes? include increased training

in measurement theory, philosophy of science. computer simulaiion,

statistics. reseal ch design, and other areas which are necessary skills

for behavioral science research. In our program at Brigham Young

University. at the Ph. D. level our coursewurk again reflect.; theae basic

skill areas. In addition, we feel that to he an effective instructional psychologist,

a student must also be, in part at an experimental psychologist.

Considerable work in the psychology of learning and experimental psychology

is also revireil by our program. (The program is jointly sponored by the

1.4
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m Educati.iind PsycholoiLy and Psychology.) In addition to the

0,111'-'L'1,";:'L Ph. t' uc data:: are required to a minimum of four

sonicster-; 0:; ii-,,earch int ern. t1,,ain. as plot of the Instructional Research

.10d lk,velorment Department, students are actively inyolvcd with our faculty

iu tics oty ilevol,piren1 and in conducting basic research on the instructional

SUMMARY

in 1969, I proposed that a teaching team should consist of a horizontal

differentiated stall with team members trained in four distinct skill areas;

ili instructional de sr (2) instructional interaction, t3) inter-personal

design. and (4) inter personal interaction,

'I) day. I pri )std ira addition. a vertical differentiated staff for the new

pri'll'Stik()11 of IlltitrlICIII(onal design. i have proposed that at the teacher level

teacher technicians he trained to use instructional design guides for guiding

their instructitmal design efforts. that MA level or specialist level instructional

technologists (engineers) he trained to develop self-contained instructional

systems and instructional design guides for use Ii instruc1ional technicians.

At the instructional psychologist (scientist It vei), I have stp4gested that Ph. D.'s

be trained to specify and develop instructional theory and to conduct laboratory

behavioral science research on principles of instructiam,
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